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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

B.A. Blackwell and Associates Ltd. (the Consultant) were retained by Spike Camp L.P. (the Client) to provide a 
summary of relevant, publicly available wildfire planning documents (Community Wildfire Protection Plans or 
CWPPs). The CWPPs are comprehensive planning documents with large geographic scopes. The summary will be 
limited to those aspects of the documents which are specific to the geographic area known as the Galloway Lands 
and relevant to the subdivision and development residential areas within the wildland urban interface. 

This document shall not be considered a stand-alone document, but rather a companion to the reviewed and 
summarized documents (Section 1.2). Refer to the original documents for any additional, background, or more 
detailed information that may be required. 

1.1 Qualifications 

Tove Pashkowski RPF (#4740) has over 15 years’ experience in forestry and fire and fuels management and planning. 
She holds Local FireSmart Representative status with Partners in Protection – FireSmart Canada.  

1.2 Documents Reviewed 

The following documents and data were reviewed for the purpose of this assessment: 

1. Community Wildfire Protection Plan Regional District of East Kootenay Electoral Area A: Considerations for 
Wildland Urban Interface Management, completed by B.A. Blackwell and Associates Ltd, dated April 27th, 
20121  

2. City of Fernie Community Wildfire Protection Plan Update, completed by B.A. Blackwell and Associates Ltd, 
dated September 20182  

3. BC Wildfire Fire Fuel Types, BC Wildfire Service, published April 1, 20203 

1.3 Property Description 

What is referred to in this document as ‘The Galloway Lands’ (or subject area) include all or part of parcels with 
PID #s 011-359-471, 011-359-447, 011-359-404, and 011-359-323 (Figure 1).4  

 
1 https://www.rdek.bc.ca/web/pdf/wildfire/AreaA_CWPP_2011_FinalDraft_February2.pdf. Accessed February 7, 2022. 

2https://www.fernie.ca/assets/City~Hall/Departments/Planning~and~Development~Services/docs/FERNIE_CWPP_UPDATE_S
UBMISSION2%20(002).pdf. Accessed February 7, 2022. 

3 https://catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca/dataset/e18ef98c-e1bf-43ac-95e4-b473452f32ec. Accessed via iMapBC February 7, 2022. 

4 https://gallowaylands.com/. Accessed February 7, 2022. 

https://www.rdek.bc.ca/web/pdf/wildfire/AreaA_CWPP_2011_FinalDraft_February2.pdf
https://www.fernie.ca/assets/City%7EHall/Departments/Planning%7Eand%7EDevelopment%7EServices/docs/FERNIE_CWPP_UPDATE_SUBMISSION2%20(002).pdf
https://www.fernie.ca/assets/City%7EHall/Departments/Planning%7Eand%7EDevelopment%7EServices/docs/FERNIE_CWPP_UPDATE_SUBMISSION2%20(002).pdf
https://catalogue.data.gov.bc.ca/dataset/e18ef98c-e1bf-43ac-95e4-b473452f32ec
https://gallowaylands.com/
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Figure 1. The Galloway Lands, Fernie, B.C. as seen from directly overhead with north at the top of the photo (left) and 
obliquely as seen from the northeast (right). 
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2.0 COMMUNITY WILDFIRE PROTECTION PLANS 

The Galloway Lands are located within the Interior Cedar Hemlock Zone moist cool variant (ICH mk4), as defined 
by the Biogeoclimatic Ecosystem Classification (BEC) system of British Columbia5. Within this BEC zone, July, 
August, and September have a component of very high and extreme danger class days and comprise the period of 
greatest concern for extreme fire behaviour, although the fire season is considered to start in April and extend 
through October.  

Two Community Wildfire Protection Plans cover the subject area: the Regional District of East Kootenay (RDEK) 
CWPP and the City of Fernie CWPP Update. The Regional District of East Kootenay’s CWPP was developed in 2011, 
and later finalized and signed in spring of 2012. The City of Fernie’s CWPP update was completed in 2018. In the last 
10 years, the provincial methodologies and standards have changed significantly. The province recommends that 
CWPPs, and the more current version of strategic wildfire planning, what are called Community Wildfire Resilience 
Plans (CWRPs), are reviewed and updated every 5 – 7 years. Therefore, it must be noted that the RDEK CWPP is no 
longer considered a current CWPP and the City of Fernie CWPP is nearing the end of its lifespan by provincial 
standards.  

2.1 Regional District of East Kootenay Electoral Area A 

2.1.1 Fuels 

The summary of fuel typing from the RDEK CWPP characterizing the subject area are found outlined in Table 1.6,7 

Table 1. A summary of fuel types, associated fire behaviour and areas within the Galloway Lands, as described in the RDEK 
Electoral Area A CWPP. 

Fuel Type Area (appx %) Description Wildfire Behaviour under High 
Wildfire Danger Level 

M2r 70% Moderately well-stocked mixed stand of 
conifers and deciduous species 
regeneration, crowns nearly to the 
ground 

Surface, torching and crowning, 
moderate to very high intensity and 
spread rate (depending on slope 
and percent conifer) 

 
 
6 Displayed in Map 8, page 31. 

7 Given the small-scale mapping available in the document, this summary is a rough visual estimate.  
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C7 13% Open, uneven-aged forest, crowns 
separated from ground except in conifer 
thickets, understory of discontinuous 
grasses, herbs 

Surface, torching, rarely crowning 
(slopes > 30%), moderate to high 
intensity and rate of spread 

NF 13% Non-fuel N/A 

C3 <5% Fully stocked, mature forest, crowns 
separated from ground 

Surface and crown fire, low to very 
high fire intensity and rate of 
spread 

 

It should be noted that M2r fuel type is no longer utilized in provincial fuel typing. The most likely current equivalent 
would be M1/2 or C3, depending upon the coniferous component. 

2.1.2 Wildfire Risk Management System (WRMS) 
The WRMS is an assessment of fire risk through spatially quantifying the probability and consequence of wildfire, 
using several components and subcomponents (Figure 2).8 

The consequence of wildfire for the subject area is classified as approximately 50% low and 50% moderate.9 
Consequence does not exceed moderate, due to low density of structures at risk.10 The probability of wildfire of 
the subject parcel is low.11  

The overall fire risk for the subject area is mostly low with small areas of moderate.12 Higher risk occurs in the 
subject area where there is a larger component of coniferous fuels and where steep slopes occur.13  

 
8 Figure 15, page 41 

9 Map 21, page 99 

10 Page 42 

11 Map 26, 104 

12 Map 14, pages 42 - 43 

13 Page 42 
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Figure 2. WRMS structure used in the RDEK CWPP to calculate final probability and consequence ratings. 

2.1.3 Relevant recommendations 
Relevant structure protection recommendations within the RDEK CWPP are based upon the FireSmart Canada14 
and National Fire Protection Agency (NFPA)15 guidelines of the time. These documents have been updated several 
times since the publication of the CWPP; the current versions remain the go-to documents for structure 
protection and wildfire risk reduction for existing homes and new development. Current versions of these 
documents include: 

- NFPA 1141 – Standard for Fire Protection Infrastructure for Land Development in Wildland, Rural, and 
Suburban Areas 

- NFPA 1142 - Standard on Water Supplies for Suburban and Rural Firefighting 
- NFPA 1144 – Standard for Reducing Structure Ignition Hazards for Wildland Fire 
- FireSmart Canada – Home Development Guide 
- FireSmart Canada – FireSmart Guide to Landscaping 
- FireSmart Canada – Protecting Your Community for Wildfire 
- FireSmart Canada – FireSmart Begins at Home Manual 

 
14 Firesmartcanada.ca and Firesmartbc.ca 

15 https://www.nfpa.org/ 
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2.2 City of Fernie Community Wildfire Protection Plan Update 

2.2.1 Fuels 
The City of Fernie CWPP displays two sets of fuel typing data for the subject area: 

• Provincial fuel typing, which classifies the entire province into fuel types for the purpose of modeling 
wildfire behaviour. The source data is primarily from B.C. Vegetation Resource Inventory polygons; the 
representation accuracy of fuel typing on private land, when available, is variable due to lack of source 
data. 

• Updated provincial fuel typing based upon professional field assessments and orthophotography 
interpretation.  

It must be noted that significant limitations with the fuel typing system exist.16 To that end, fuel typing should be 
utilized as a starting point for more detailed assessments and as an indicator of overall wildfire threat, rather as an 
operational or site level assessment.  

Table 2 outlines the 2015 British Columbia Wildfire Service (BCWS) provincial fuel typing for the Galloway Lands 
found in the City of Fernie CWPP.17 

Table 2. A summary of fuel types, associated fire behaviour and areas within the Galloway Lands. Fuel typing completed at 
a provincial scale by the BC Wildfire Service and as described in the City of Fernie CWPP update. 

Fuel Type Area (appx 
%) Description Wildfire Behaviour under High 

Wildfire Danger Level 
C5 80% Well-stocked mature forest, crowns separated 

from ground. Moderate understory herbs and 
shrubs. Often accompanied by dead woody fuel 
accumulations. 

Moderate potential for active crown 
fire in wind-driven conditions. Under 
drought conditions, fuel consumption 
and fire intensity can be higher due to 
dead woody fuels 

D1/2 10% Deciduous stands Always a surface fire, low to moderate 
rate of spread and fire intensity 

O1a/b 10% Matted and standing grass communities. 
Continuous standing grass with sparse or 
scattered shrubs and down woody debris. 
Vegetated, non-treed areas dominated by 
shrubs or herbs in dry ecosystems. Areas of 
very scattered trees. Hay fields. 

Rapidly spreading, high- intensity 
surface fire when cured 

 
16 Pages 16 – 17 and Appendix E, p 93.  

17 Figure 4, page 21. 
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M1/2 <1% Moderately well-stocked mixed stand of 
conifers and deciduous species, low to 
moderate dead, down woody fuels. 

Surface fire spread, torching of 
individual trees and intermittent 
crowning, (depending on slope and 
percent conifer) 

 

Table 3 outlines the updated fuel typing for the Galloway Lands in the City of Fernie CWPP.18  

Table 3. A summary of fuel types, associated fire behaviour and areas within the Galloway Lands. Updated provincial fuel 
typing completed at a local scale by the document author, and as described in the City of Fernie CWPP update.  

Fuel Type Area (appx 
%) Description Wildfire Behaviour under High 

Wildfire Danger Level 
C3 70% Fully stocked, late young forest, crowns 

separated from the ground 
Surface and crown fire, low to very 
high fire intensity and rate of 
spread 

M1/2 
50% 
conifer 

14% Moderately well-stocked mixed stand of 
conifers and deciduous species, low to 
moderate dead, down woody fuels. 

Surface fire spread, torching of 
individual trees and intermittent 
crowning, (depending on slope and 
percent conifer) 

C4 16% Dense pole-sapling forest and young 
plantations, heavy standing dead and 
down, dead woody fuel accumulations, 
continuous vertical crown fuel continuity 

Almost always crown fire, high to 
very high fire intensity and rate of 
spread 

O1a/b <1% Matted and standing grass communities. 
Continuous standing grass with sparse or 
scattered shrubs and down woody debris. 
Vegetated, non-treed areas dominated by 
shrubs or herbs in dry ecosystems. Areas of 
very scattered trees. Hay fields. 

Rapidly spreading, high- intensity 
surface fire when cured 

 

2.2.2 Wildfire Threat 
The City of Fernie CWPP does not assess threat on privately owned land, including the subject area, so any threat 
assessments from this document are limited to generalizations which encompass very large geographic areas and 
which may not accurately represent any given location within the larger areas. The threat assessment states: 

 
18 Figure 5, page 22. 
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‘The areas within the study area that represent the highest wildfire behaviour threat to the City are the slopes on 
the eastern side of the valley, the area including and surrounding the Fernie Alpine Resort (north and south), and 
on either side of Mount Fernie Park Road.’19 

The general areas noted above are identified based upon larger geographic areas that fit the following criteria: 1) 
the presence of forested land, 2) upwind of the community based upon the predominant fire season wind 
direction, and / or 3) the presence of hazardous fuel types (C3, C4, M1/2 with a high component of conifer trees). 
The coarseness of the data does not allow for further comparison or ranking among or between the geographic 
areas, nor does it allow for interpretations of threat for a smaller subset of the larger area.  

2.2.3 Relevant Recommendations 
The City of Fernie CWPP update was developed for municipal government, therefore there are no relevant 
recommendations with regards to development within the Regional District.  

3.0 PROVINCIAL FUEL TYPING 

The BCWS regularly updates the provincial fuel typing, as described in Section 2.2.1. The most current provincial 
data available for the subject area is from 2020; a summary of this data for the Galloway Lands is found in Table 4. 

Table 4. A summary of fuel types of the Galloway Lands, completed at a provincial scale by the BC Wildfire Service, and as 
accessed from iMapBC.20 

Fuel Type Area (appx %) 

C7 50% 

C3 20% 

D1/2 15% 

M1/2 8% 

C5 7% 

C4 <1% 

 
19 Page 25. 

20 https://maps.gov.bc.ca/ess/hm/imap4m/. Accessed February 9, 2022. 

https://maps.gov.bc.ca/ess/hm/imap4m/
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4.0 LIMITATIONS 

This document is an objective summary of previously published, publicly available documents. The forester has 
endeavored to use their skill, education, and knowledge to provide accurate replication of the information. The 
document does not provide any adjustments, assumptions, conclusions, interpretations, or recommendations 
beyond what is published in the documents summarized. The summary provided does not indicate agreement with, 
or confirmation of, the accuracy of the representation at the time of publication. Furthermore, the summary of the 
documents should not be interpreted as an indication that the information remains an accurate representation of 
the current conditions on the subject area.  

The Consultant cannot accept responsibility for any issues or events that have arisen since the dates the reports 
were written. And further to that, it should be expected that the forested ecosystem within and surrounding the 
subject area has changed, and will continue to change over time, such that the assessments in the two original 
reports may no longer be appropriate references or accurate representations. 
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